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ABSTRACT 

Little is clearly understood about, the similarities, differences, and com
parative computational and representational advantages of the many 
proposals extant for organizing minds "into collections of "mental sub-
agents." Using a new mathematical framework fur exactly specify
ing the structure of mental organizations, we formulate separately 
the ideas of multiple pe.-spectivcs, re:Lsoned assumptions, and virtual 
copies. When combined, th*'se notions form a common backbone for 
systems as diverse as CONLAN, NI'ITL, and FOL, and show many 
particular characteristics of those systems results of the "language of 
thought" adopted for representing the contents of mental subagents. 
The framework also suggests connections between the "strengths" of 
mental attitudes, the ambiguity of "self," and the possibilities for self-
omniscience. 

1. Several recent proposals in artificial intelligence reformulate an
ient doubts about the reality of the "sell" by explaining or constructing 
agents in terms of a collection of interacting, simpler subagents. Some 
of these proposals discuss the agent's actions without reference to any 
"self" at all, and others presume "selfhood" to Hit epiphonomcnally 
from subagent to subagent as dictated by needs to communicate with 
the external world or to assign credit or blame for actions. While 
thinkers throughout history have occasionally doubted on philosophical 
grounds the common "single-agent" view of the human mind, the new 
proposals suggest that there may be computational difficulties inherent 
in single-agent psychologies that arc only overcome by the multi-agent 
viewpoint. MlNSKY has called this approach the "society of mind." 
In some proposals the subagents comprising the society are numerous, 
very simple, neurologically conceived mechanisms. Other proposals 
suggest more complex subagents, ranging from the coroutine collections 
of "heterarchy," to the "knowledge sources" of production systems, to 
frame systems, to collections of mutually referring logical theories, to 
FREUD'S committee of id, ego, and superego, and modern split-brain 
theories, in which the complexities of the subagents rival that of the 
agent as a whole. We need not view these proposals as mutually ex
clusive, if we can subdivide subagents into sub-subagents, but questions 
like this are difficult to pursue without reasonably precise characterisa
tions of the different sorts of subagents to be related. More specifically, 
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the knowledge representation literature is filled with proposals for com
plex organizations based on widely differing sorts of "languages of 
thought," such as logic (FOL [WEYHRAUCII 1980]), list structures 
and rational algebraic functions (CONLAN |SUSSMAN AND STEELE 
1980)), nodes and links (NETL [FAHLMAN 1979]), etc. Although their 
abstract structures seem related, there is little hope for understand
ing the relations among these proposals and Tor making rapid further 
progress without clearly formulating the underlying ideas separately 
and then analyzing their range of combinations. Toward this end, we 
present a mathematical framework for exactly specifying the structure 
of mental societies. Since the framework is fairly general, we illustrate 
it by characterizing a particular society of mind which incorporates 
three often-proposed capabilities of subagents and relations between 
subagents, namely multiple perspectives, reasoned assumptions, and 
virtual copies. While these characteristics of societies are sometimes 
thought to require the use of logical or quasi-logical languages as sys
tems of representation, our formulation makes few structural or rep
resentational demands, and so permits use of any desired system of 
representation (including logical languages) in which the few required 
structures may be encoded. For example, we can reconstruct FOL and 
CONLAN at the end of our formulation largely by choosing logical or 
LISP-like languages for the contents of mental subagents. 

The mathematical framework is developed and otherwise ap
plied in [DOYLE 1082] and [DOYUS I083B]. While 1 formulate the 
particular society here to generalize the organization suggested in my 
thesis ([DOYLE 1980]), the ideas involved have an older, wider history, 
and I have worked to incorporate the insights of JOHAN DE KLEER, 
M E R R I C K F U R S T , K U R T K O N O L I C E , M A R V I N M I N S K Y , B R I A N 
S M I T H , R I C H A R D S T A L L M A N , C U Y S T E E L E , G E R A L D S U S S M A N . 

DAVID TOURKTZKY, and RICHARD W E Y H R A U C H into this exposi
tion. 

§2. Researchers frequently motivate proposed decompositions of 
mind with concerns about self-knowledge, that is, information and 
mechanisms the agent employs to understand, predict, control, and 
modify its structures and actions. Although specific tasks appear amen
able to specific solutions, students of the broad problems of repre
sentation, decision-making, and learning come to appreciate the util ity, 
if not importance, of self-knowledge in adaptive agents. Artificial intel
ligence studies many sorts of self-knowledge, but for brevity we consider 
only three. 
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One commonly studied .sort of .self knowledge involves mul
tiple; coneferential representations*. Since artificial intelligence proposals 
often suppose r<-presentational agents, individual representations and 
their relations form natural objects of self-knowledge. Since the feasible 
mechanisation of thinking demands concern for the difficulty of reach
ing conclusions and solving problems, one of the most studied relations 
between representations is the ease of thinking about something in 
terms of one representation relative to the ease of thinking about it 
in terms of an alternative representation. MINSKY emphasizes refor
mulation or representation switching as the heart of problem solv
ing; BOBROW and WlNOGRAD make similar opportunism the basis 
of KRL; and SUSSMAN and STEELE illustrate the inferential impor
tance of interactions between multiple coreferential representations. 
Thus useful sorts of self-knowledge include the possible alternatives to 
a particular representation, their relative efficiencies, and how to as
sign credit or blame to choices among these alternatives upon unusual 
successes or failures. The motivations for employing multiple repre
sentations of extra-mental objects also apply to the representations of 
the mental objects figuring in self-knowledge. It is natural to iden
tify these different views of objects as individual mental subagents, 
each with its own distinguished view of parts of the world, parts of 
the agent, or parts of both. This is roughly the position taken by 
MINSKY. However, if these- different perspectives or subagents are to 
influence each other, they must be connected somehow, and the basic 
sorts of connections are those of reference and coreference. Both no
tions are necessary, for while one subagent might refer to another, in 
tended extra-mental referents cannot be "grasped" in the same way, so 
at most the agent can intend that, its representations of these objects 
share referents. 

Unfortunately, the introduction of mutually knowledgeable 
and influential mental subagents into psychological theories poses many 
puzzling difficulties of formulation and interpretation. These difficulties 
appear most viciously in agents employing logical languages as sys
tems of representation. Where classical logic and mctamathematics 
usually seek ways of avoiding paradoxes of self-reference, th designers 
of artificial agents instead seem to seek them out. Fortunately, analysis 
of a narrow sort of self-knowledge (discussed presently) suggests a for
mal interpretation for these more widely self-referential systems, one 
which does not force us to accept any particular psychology for our 
agents, but instead allows similar formulation and exact comparison of 
the many variations we might think to explore. 

Another sort of self knowledge concerns the inferential rela
tions between arbitrary representations instead of the economic rela
tions between alternative coreferential representations. Many research
ers have studied the uses of explicitly represented inferential relation
ships in constructing explanations, assigning blame for mistakes, and 
revising the agent's state of mind when its assumptions change. These 
inferential relationships need not be strictly deductive. Wh'.le the most 
general use simply indicates what representations were computed from 
what, inferential records play a crucial role in no-called default reason
ing. Default reasoning involves drawing conclusions in the absence of 
definite supporting or contrary evidence, representations of the partial 
evidence for and the missing evidence against a conclusion permit the 
agent to make reasoned assumptions, "reasoned" in the sense that the 
age.it can identify both the sources of the assumed conclusion and the 
specific information which indicates its retraction or reconsideration. 
The representations of inferential relationships describing reasoned as
sumptions also pose problems of interpretation, since the agent's draw
ing one conclusion may prevent it from drawing another. Fortunately, 
this problem has been solved, and below we extend the solution to 
handle the problem of multiple perspectives mentioned above. 

A third important sort of self-knowledge concerns structural 
relationships between representations. The most studied structural 
relationship is that of structure sharing. Like the technique of mul
tiple perspectives, structure sharing has economic motivations, namely 
minimizing the number of times one has to encode similar information 

and the amount of storage the agent must consume for the encodings. 
Like general inferential relationships, however, structure sharing need 
not entail coreference of the related representations. For example, the 
species of the cat family (lions, tigers, cheetahs, persians, etc.) may 
have no properties in common beyond those of mammals, since each cat 
species may lack some property shared by all other cat species. But to 
write down descriptions of each species is very tedious unless we write 
down a single description of a "prototypical" cat species (which we may 
choose to be one of the actual species) and describe every other species 
by its (presumably few) differences from the prototype. Since such 
family resemblances occur among the members of every natural kind, 
great economies can be realized in representing our common knowledge 
of the world. The most common sorts of structure sharing relations 
usually go by the names of "inheritance relations" and "virtual copies." 
As we demonstrate below, it is easy to interpret some of these structural 
relationships between subagents along with the previously mentioned 
ones. 
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§4. Wh i l e wo do not require tha t subagents he complete ly repre
senta t iona l , or tha t they employ any par t i cu la r system of representat ion 
if they are completely representat ional , we do require a few m i n i m a l 
capabi l i t ies w i t h which subagents can discuss each other . Ou r f i rst 
par t icu lar cons t i tu t i ve assumpt ion is t ha t the state components of sub-
agents can be fu r ther decomposed in to "contents" indexed by the sub-
agent. Fo rma l l y , for each subagent a E A, we assume a set Ca such 
tha t Da {a} X C a . We fu r ther fac i l i ta te m u t u a l reference by ad
m i t t i n g subagents as possible contents, t ha t is, A C Ca for each a E 
A. To s impl i fy mat te rs , we assume tha t al l content sets are the same 
set C, and pretend tha t every content is a (possibly t r i v i a l ) subagent 
by assuming A = C. These s impl i f icat ions are innocuous since we 
can always rule ou t senseless elements by g iv ing them the emp ty inter
p re ta t ion 1(d) — - 0 which prevents their inclusion in any admissible 
state. W i t h these s impl i f ica t ions, we have D - - C X C, and read 
(a,b) <- D as subagent a mak ing the (possibly t r i v i a l ) s ta tement 6. (We 
say "s ta tement " here for wan t of a better t e rm . Contents of subagents 
are statements only when C is a language, which we do not require.) 
For each state 5 E $, we find ou t wha t s ta tements subagent a makes 
by means of the pro jec t ion or perspective, operator 

W i t h this min i rnn l not ion of s tatements by subagents, we can 
describe the vocabular ies of mu l t i p le perspectives, reasoned assump
t ions, and v i r t ua l copies. We int roduce these vocabular ies in t u r n by 
means of abstract syntax funct ions. We also in t roduce separate inter
preta t ions I1, I2, and I3 for elements expressed in these vocabular ies 
and define I --- I1 n I2 D /3, so t h a t when more than one of these inter
pre ta t ions applies to a single element, their intersect ion is the complete 
in te rp re ta t ion of the element. 

35. The vocabulary of mu l t i p le perspectives is captured w i t h three 
syntactic const ructors on the set of contents. We assume the existence 
of funct ions ( , ) [enlarged parentheses], , and <=> f rom C X C in to 
C, so t ha t for every we have and 

The ( , ) const ruc tor permi ts subagents to discuss the contents 
of o ther subagents, where we read (a, (6, c)) D as the s ta tement made 
by a tha t subagent 6 makes the s ta tement r. Since the const ruc tor may 
be i te ra ted , wc can cons t ruc t even more complex s tatements, such as 

whose reading is left as an exercise. 

The ( , ) const ruc tor is the dua l of ( , ) , and produces names for 
the m u l t i t u d e of re lat ive perspectives. T h a t is, we read ( (a , 6), c) as the 
s ta tement c made by the subagent corresponding to a's v iew of b. The 
corresponding reading exercise for this const ructor is 

Wc make no assumpt ions of correctness or completeness about 
the 'V iews" held by subagents about o ther subagents. T h a t is, wc al low 
an admissible state S to conta in (a, (b, c)) even if (b,c) S, and to 
conta in (6,c) even i f (a , (6, c)) 5. We leave pursu i t of cons t i tu t i ve 
assumpt ions l ike correctness and completeness to fu tu re work . The 
on ly requ i rement wc make is the i n t ended connect ion between the dua l 
const ruc tor funct ions. Th i s wc express w i t h the in te rp re ta t ion f unc t i on 
I1 by requ i r i ng , for every 

Whi le the coreference const ructor allows subagents to relate 
some of thei r own subperspect ives, i t cannot be used to relate " top-
level" subagents. Since we require tha t every domain element belong to 
at least one subagent, every coreference s ta tement must occur w i t h i n 
some subagent, and hence only relate i ts subperspectives. T h a t is, 
(a, b<=>c) relates the perspectives of (a , b) and (a, r ) , not those of b and c. 
If our society is not to be a crowd of sleepwalkers, each unre lated to the 
others no mat te r how it dreams it is re la ted, there must, be connect ions 
between the subagents expressed ei ther in I (which we do not do here) 
or in the {,} const ructor . T h a t is, we can read (a, b) — c as a's reference 
to c by means of b. Since the ( , ) const ruc tor is def ined, a long w i t h 
D, independent of the element in te rpre ta t ions , al l such references arc 
" h a r d - w i r e d " in to the agent's rea l iza t ion, and cannot be changed by 
any act ion of the agent. We do not require tha t be 1-1, and th is 
al lows us to "w i re together" subagents by def in ing common references, 
for example by def in ing the const ruc tor so tha t in 
which b and c can communica te and otherwise inf luence each other 
t h rough a. I f we imagine the human m i n d described in th is way, 
{ , ) reflects the actual neura l connect ions in the b ra in , whi le s ta ted 
coreference relat ions using <̂> s imply reflect the decisions of menta l 
subagents. 

Wc could of course in t roduce modi f iab le references by incor
po ra t i ng the L ) tab le in to states. To do th is , we need only redefine V 
to be C2 U C , where elements are as before, and elements 
(a,b,c) E C3 ind icate entr ies in the cons t ruc to r tab le, speci f ical ly, 
(a,b,c) E S means t h a t (a , b) = c in S. We require t h a t ( , ) be single-
valued (bu t not necessarily complete) w i t h the mod i f ied i n te rp re ta t i on 
f unc t i on 

We give subagents the capab i l i t y to specify references by means of a 
const ruc tor => f rom C2 to C, where (a, b=> c) is a's (ostensive) decision 
to use b to refer to c. Th i s is fo rma l i zed Wi th the i n te rp re ta t i on 

Of course, we can get ostensive coreference f r om reference by using 
(a, b=>d) and (a, c=>d) instead of (a,b<=*c). However, to keep the rest of 
the discussion as s imple as possible, we forgo modi f iab le references for 
our o r ig ina l def in i t ions, and leave recast ing the subsequent def in i t ion? 
in te rms of modi f iab le references as an easy exercise for the reader. 
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While we here accept finitely grounded extensions a.** admis
sible extensions, they are inadequate to fully capture the usual notion 
of virtual copy. In current practice, it is crucial that successive queries 
agree, that is, that virtual information is conserved across reconstruc
tions. Hut this cannot be guaranteed with multiple admissible exten
sions, since the agent might for one query construct E and next time 
construct E' = E, differing in some answers even though no kernel 
information has changed. Thus the virtual state is conserved only 
if the agent computes a unique admissible extension. TOURKTZKY 
[1983] is currently developing restrictions on the sorts of information 
states can contain, restrictions designed to guarantee the existence and 
uniqueness of admissible extensions. He also motivates the aim of 
uniqueness by seeking parallel algorithms for reconstructing the virtual 
elements, and requiring that concurrent processes computing subsets 
of the virtual elements agree on their overlap. TOURETZKY'S dis
coveries notwithstanding, I doubt that completely unofTensivc restric
tions on the vocabulary of the agent can alone guarantee uniqueness of 
finitely grounded extensions. I suspect that some applications demand 
a vocabulary sufficient to phrase ambiguities, and for these one appeal
ing approach is to make the reconstruction algorithm, whether con
currently or serially realized, be a probabilistic algorithm. That is, 
when an ambiguity arises during reconstruction, the algorithm makes 
a random choice (random, not arbitrary). The intent of such deliberate 
randomization is to make every possible reconstruction equally likely or 
to occur with some specified frequency. If the agent wishes to judge its 
certainty on some question, it asks that question repeatedly. Questions 
with answers common to or absent from all admissible extensions never 
vary in their answer, while other queries exhibit uncertainty, waffling in 
response over time. If the alternative admissible extensions do not differ 
greatly, then most answers will be the same anyway no matter which 
admissible extension is chosen. [I)()YLE 1982] develops a theory of 
subjective probability by measuring the relative frequencies of different 
answers, but we cannot go into that here. 

§10. Even if the ambiguities of admissible extensions are resolved, am
biguities due to multiple perspectives remain. MINSK Y and others have 
suggested that some abrupt changes in human behaviors and attitudes 
stem from changes in which subagent has control as "spokesman" over 
the communication or motor channels to the external world. In that 
view, there is no fixed notion of "self," but a different sense of self 
depending on which subagent gains control. One advantage of that 
view is that abrupt changes of attitudes are computationally trivial, 
for they stem from switching vantage points rather than from laborious 
revision of the state itself. The framework proposed here facilitates 
consideration of such proposals. For example, a natural problem is 
that of formulating precise notions of "abrupt" changes. If we decide 
when perspectives of dilferent subagents are "similar," we can allow 
wide variations in which subagent is currently "self" as long as most 
of the self-image is conserved across self-changes, and single out as 
abrupt those changes of self which bring large or significant changes in 
the self-perspective. That is, if pa(S) and pb(S) arc very similar, say if 
pa(.S) and pb(S) differ by no more than 7 (±2) elements, we might say 
that no major self-changcs, only changes of attention, are involved in 
switches between a-self and b-seIf. Indeed, if the probabilistic approach 
to ambiguities of interpretation is adopted, then one need make no 
special provision for ambiguities due to self-changes. Can we develop 
measures of similarity on both states and perspectives so that if S and 
S' are similar, so arc Pa(S) and pa{S'), or vice versa? Unfortunately, 
we cannot pursue such questions here. 

§11. There are many other possibilities to be explored in introducing 
notions of self into societies such as this. In DOYLE 1980] I advocated 
distinguishing a particular subagent, called ME, as the self. (I am 
less committed to that approach now.) When compared to the free-
floating approach just discussed, the use of a fixed self-subagent appears 
to require significant computational costs for substantial perspective 
changes. (But sec [McDERMOTT 1982] and [MARTINS 1983].) In 
any event, distinguished perspectives still merit consideration, for it 
may be easier to endow them with limited completeness and correct
ness properties than amorphous agents. Specifically, one of the intents 
of my earlier proposal was to have the subagent ME be the authority 
on just what the state contained. The idea here is to construct the 
agent so that (modifiable references or not) (ME, a) -- a for every 
a £ C (including ME itself), if that is possible. I suspect it is not too 
difficult to achieve, and such organizations have obvious attractions 
Tor constructing agents possessing reflective powers. To pursue this 
idea, if one perspective admits the limited self-omniscience described 
above, does it follow that all do? That is, does global self-omniscience 
follow from local self-omniscience? f suspect not, but have no coun
terexample. It also seems certain that different perspectives can differ 
arbitrarily much even if both are mutually omniscient. If the subagents 
all use a logical language as a system of representation, well known 
results indicate general limits to self-omniscience, but which sorts of 
limited self-knowledge can be introduced without difficulties arising? 
KRIPKE'S analysis of truth indicates that even seemingly innocuous 
statcmcrjts of mutual knowledge can in concert produce unreconcilablc 
paradoxes. Since his theory involves a notion of groundedness resem
bling our notion of grounded extension, similar results seem likely here. 
Unfortunately, we must leave these questions for future study. 
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